NEW RELEASE CDs 3/5/19

FRANK CARTER & The Rattlesnakes End Of Suffering £9.99
RHIANNON GIDDENS W/ Francesco Turrisi There Is No Other [Nonesuch] £10.99
VAMPIRE WEEKEND Father Of The Bride £9.99

BAD RELIGION Age Of Unreason [Epitaph] £9.99
BARRIE Happy To Be Here £9.99
BOBBY OROZA This Love [Big Crown] £9.99
BRANT BJORK (Kyuss) Jacoozzi [Heavy Psych Sounds] £9.99
BRUCE HORNSBY Absolute Zero FEAT. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM JUSTIN VERNON (BON IVER), THE STAVES & MORE! £9.99
DRUGDEALER Raw Honey [Mexican Summer] £9.99
GUADALUPE PLATA Three Demons £9.99
PATIENCE (Veronica Falls) Dizzy Spells [Night School] £10.99
PAUL Dumnall SUN SHIP QUARTET / ALAN SKIDMORE / JULIE KJÆR/ STÅLE LIAVIK SOLBERG / MARK WASTELL John Coltrane 50th Memorial Concert At Cafe Oto [2CD] £12.99
QASIM NAQVI Teenages [Erased Tapes] £11.99
SHOVELS & ROPE By Blood £11.99
SNOWY WHITE & THE WHITE FLAMES The Situation *HAS PLAYED IN & WITH THIN LIZZY/PINK FLOYD & MORE* £10.99
THE DREAM SYNDICATE These Times [Epitaph] £10.99
VIAGRA BOYS Street Worms £9.99
WINTERSLEEP In The Land Of [Dine Alone] £9.99
WONK UNIT Love in Chapan [CD + DVD] £11.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Jobcentre Rejects - Ultra Rare NWOBHM 1978-1982 £12.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Martin Freeman And Eddie Piller Present Soul On The Corner [2CD on Acid Jazz] £11.99

REISSUES

STEREOLAB Mars Audiac Quintet [2CD] £12.99
NEW RELEASE LPs

BIG THIEF  U.F.O.F.  [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on 4AD] £15.99
EDITORS  The Blanck Mass Sessions [LP on PIAS] £19.99
FLAMINGODS  Levitation [Ltd. DINKED Glitter Gold LP on Moshi Moshi] ALSO FEATURES EMBOSSED SLEEVE & SIGNED 12" PRINT! £21.99
FRANK CARTER & The Rattlesnakes  End Of Suffering [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Splatter LP] £21.99
VAMPIRE WEEKEND  Father Of The Bride [Ltd. Orange 2LP] £24.99

AMON AMARTH  Berserker [2LP on Century Media] £22.99
BAD RELIGION  Age Of Unreason [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Epitaph] £19.99
BOBBY OROZA  This Love [Ltd. Colour LP on Big Crown] £21.99
BRANT BJORK (Kyuss)  Jacoozzi [LP on Heavy Psych Sounds] £19.99
FILTHY FRIENDS  Emerald Valley [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Kill Rock Stars] FEAT. MEMBERS OF SLEATER-KINNEY, R.E.M & MORE! £18.99
JOHANNA SAMUELS  Have A Good One [Ltd. 10" on Basin Rock] £14.99
LAMB OF GOD  Ashes Of The Wake [2LP w/ Extra Tracks] £22.99
LAMB Secret Of Letting Go [180g LP + MP3] £21.99
QASIM NAQVI Teenages [LP on Erased Tapes] £17.99
THE DREAM SYNDICATE These Times [180g LP on Epitaph] £18.99
VIAGRA BOYS Street Worms [LP + MP3] £16.99

COMPILATIONS


REISSUES

THE COMET IS COMING Prophecy [Ltd. 12" on Leaf] £9.99

STEREOLAB Mars Audiac Quintet [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour 3LP] £24.99
STEREOLAB Transient Random-Noise... [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour 3LP] £24.99

***Limited COLOUR Stereolab Pressings have sold out on presale (and are now deleted) but stock of the standard releases will be available to order at £24.99***